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We order faithful, normal states by ordering their respective centralizers by 
inclusion. Maximal elements are shown to be what Takesaki has called inner 
homogeneous states. Centralizers of maximal elements exhibit a maximal 
property with respect to semifimte ranges of normal projections. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a faithful, normal state y on a von Neumann algebra M, the 
set, 
Mm = {x E M: v(~y) = &yx) for all y E: M] 
is called the centralizer of q. This set coincides [IO] with the set of 
fixed points in M of the unique associated modular automorphism 
group t -+ utw. Recently Araki [l] and Takesaki [12] have shown that 
in the “periodic” case, M, plays a key role in describing the structure 
of the von Neumann algebra M. 
We consider an ordering induced on faithful, normal states by 
ordering their centralizers by inclusion. It is shown that the existence 
of proper maximal elements in this ordering requires that M be 
purely infinite and that these elements correspond to Takesaki’s inner 
homogeneous states [12]. The centralizers of maximal elements 
exhibit a maximal property with respect to the ranges of normal 
projections. In the llIA , 0 < X < I, case Connes [5] has obtained these 
resuhs. 
We are going to consider properties of an ordering of faithful, 
normal states on a von Neumann algebra, that ordering being given 
by the following. 
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DEFINITION. Let v and 4 be faithful normal states on a von 
Neumann algebra M. We then say 4 is larger than q if M, ,C M4 . 
It is then natural to refer to a faithful, normal state 9) as being 
maximal if whenever a faithful, normal state # is such that Mb 2 Mq 
it follows that # = p. We shall see (Theorem 4) that the existence of 
a maximal state implies that AfQ and hence M is a factor. Since in the 
semifinite case MQ is never, save the trivial case, a factor, the only 
possible maximal state for M semifinite occurs when M is finite and 
the state in question is a trace. 
However, for this case we may state a stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a semi$nite fuctor and suppose cp is a faithful, 
normal state on M with MQ # M. There exists, 4, a faithful, normal 
state in M, such that n/r, 2 M, . 
Proof. If M is finite we are done since # can be chosen to be the 
trace 7. If not, let r be a faithful, normal semifinite trace on M with 
definition ideal tn [6]. We known [9] that y(x) = $hx), where h is 
nonsingular, 
and 
c+> i I* h de(A) E ttt [91- 'e 
It is known that U~Q(X) = hitxh-{/, [IO, p. 981, and so we find k a 
function of h such that 
{k)’ n M 2 {h)’ n M. 
Now h # I so there exist yr , ys belonging to the spectrum of h 
such that 0 < y1 < ,6 < ya . Let 1, , 1, be disjoint closed intervals 
containing y1 , yz respectively, but not /3 or zero. Letting e, = e(1J, 
es = e(l,), we see by (+) that e, and e2 are orthogonal projections 
belonging to m. Since M is a factor we can assume e, 5 e2 [6]. 
Let u be a partial isometry in M which 
~1% = e, , uu* = f < es. 
Taking 5 of norm one in the range of e, , one easily sees that 
[h, 45 # 0. 
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Consider the functiong on R defined by 
1 hEl,Ul,, 
‘(‘) = 1 A’otherwise, 
and form K = g(h). Th en k EL’(M, T) and if #(x) = ~(~x)/T(K), 
ut”(x) = k%k-“. Since [K, U] = 0, we have exhibited an element in 
n/r, but not in Ma , 
Before going further we consider the normality of M, . A sub-von 
Neumann algebra N of M is said to be normal if WC = M, where 
NC = N’ n M. 
Remark 2. In the semifinite case M, = {h)” for h EL~(M, T) and 
is, thus, always normal. When M is purely infinite this may or may 
not be the case. 
In [7] an example of a state such that M, = {Al} was given. Of 
course, Mr = n/l, . 
Alternately it is known [12, 81 that there exist states p on the 
Clifford algebra such that n/r,’ n M = {AI}, where M is the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the representation of the Clifford 
algebra due to v. 
There is, however, a substitute for normality which bears on the 
question of maximality. 
PROPOSITION 3, Let rp and 4 be faithful, normal states on a von 
Neumann algebra M. If M, C M& and M,’ n M = M,’ CI M, then 
Mq = M+ . 
Proof. Connes [4] has shown that for normal faithful F and Z+!J there 
exists a strongly continuous, one-parameter family of unitaries {v~} 
belonging to M such that 
q”(x) = vt*utqX)Vt , XEM. 
If M, Z M$ then vt E Ma’ n M = M,’ n M. Now take J! E Mb . 
Then 
Thus, Me C M, . 
Takesaki [17] h as called a faithful, normal state y inner homogeneous 
if M-’ n M = (XI}. (Th e inner automorphisms leaving 9) fixed act 
ergodically on M.) 
THEOREM 4. Let cp be a faithful, normal state on a von Neumann 
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algebra M. We have (i) The state v is maximal ;f and only if y is inner 
homogeneous. Moreover, if such a state exists M is a factor. 
(ii) Let N be a von Neumann subalgebra of M containing M, , 
where q~ is maximal. If N is the range of a normal projection, then that 
projection is faithful and N is invariant under the modular automorphism 
PUP of F* 
(iii) If N satis$es th e conditions of part (ii) and is, in addition, 
semi$nite, then N = M, . 
Proof. If y is inner homogeneous, then by the proof of the above 
proposition ut”(x) = ala(x) for all # with MO C M$ . Since M is a factor 
(Z_C M,’ n M = {Al}), g, = + [15]. 
Conversely, suppose that y is maximal. Let h be a nonsingular 
positive element belonging to M,’ n M. We suppose F(X) = (~4, 1 [,) 
with 5, cyclic and separating for M, and let 11 hf, 11 = 1. Define 
$(x) = (xhf, 1 hf,), then M+ 1&& . To see this suppose x E n/l, and 
y E M. We have 
Using the hypothesis we have 4 = q~. However, h& E 9’# = [M+[J, 
and by [lo, Lemma 15.31, h&, = f, and, thus, h = 1. 
Suppose now that Ma C N C M and E is a normal projection of M 
onto N. Define the normal state #, on M, by z&x) = ~(E(x)). We 
claim $ is faithful. First note that for x E n/r, and y E M, 
(+I Ici(XYcy) = d4XY>) = Y-+=(Y)) = d4Y)X) = 4(YX>. 
This shows that if u is a unitary in Mp and y E M, $(~yu-~) = $(y) 
Since MO’ n M = {AI), t+b is homogeneous [ 12, Proposition I.21 and, 
thus, faithful (the support projection of Z/J is easily seen to be in 
M,’ n M). We have also established that Mb S Mw . The maximality 
of 9 yields Z/ = q~ = g, 0 E. The main theorem of [l l] now shows that 
t + utm is an automorphism group of N. The faithfulness of E is 
immediate. 
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If N is semifinite, v(x) = T(~x) for x E N, T a trace, and h E L1(N, T). 
However A&,’ n M = {XI} implies M,’ n N = {Al}. Clearly 
M,’ n N 1 (h}, 
the algebra generated by bounded functions of h. This is a contra- 
diction unless h = I and g, = T in which case N C MD . 
The reader should see [5, Theo&me 61 for the lUA case. 
Two states v and ~,4 are said to commute [IO], if utm and G? commute 
as automorphisms of 111; equivalently by [lo] ~(u~~(x)) = v(x) 
whw = 4(41. 
We consider the property that Ma’ n MC Mv . This has been 
shown by Connes [3] to be the case whenever g, is almost periodic, 
viz. for X, y E M, ~(o~“(x) y) is an almost periodic function. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let u be an automorphism of M such that u(x) = x 
forxEMW.Iff== 0 (T commutes with v then p 0 (T = p 
Proof. Since $ = v 0 u is invariant under utm we have Z&X) = 
(xhc, 1 h[,), where h > 0, h q MQ . We see that h = I by following 
the proof of [7, Theorem 11. 
If h # I then there exists k # 0, k E MW such that h2k2 > k2 or 
h2k2 < k2 and h2k2 E Ma . Then 
II h% Ii2 = (h2k2t, I 5,) f (k2E, I E,) = II M, l12. 
But 
11 hk[, II2 = a,b(k2) = v o u(h2) = v(k2) 
= II %, l12. 
Hence, h = I. 
For v a unitary in M define the inner automorphism u,, of M by 
u,(x) = vxv-1. 
COROLLARY 6. The state y 0 uu commutes with q for all u E M,’ n M, 
if and only if M,’ n M C M, . 
We may also reach the same conclusion by restricting the type of 
M,’ n M. 
PROPOSITION 7. If M,’ n M is semifnite then Ma’ n M 5: M, . 
Proof. Clearly uta is an automorphism of M,’ n M. By the semi- 
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finiteness [IO] there exist ut E Mq’ n M, (a one parameter unitary 
group) such that 
q(x) = utxu-6 for x E M,’ f~ AI. 
But then u, E &I, for all s, and, hence, M,’ n M is fixed. 
DEFINITION. q is said to bicommute with q’~ if p)(x) = (xh& 1 h&,) 
with h > 0, h 7 MQ’ n A&, . 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose Mm’ n hi’ C Ma . We have Mq C M& zf 
and only if I$ bicommutes with qx 
Proof. We know that 
q”(x) = v**ut~(X)v~ for x E M. 
Taking x E MQ and supposing that A&. C M+ , we see that 
Thus, 
dQw) = dvt*%wJt) 
= d”tm(x)) 
= dx)- 
Smce q2 0 ‘TV 4 = 9, the states v and # commute and $(x) = (xhf, / h&J 
with h E Mq . But then [18] 
q”(x) = h%,qx)h-~t = vt*utqX)vt . 
We see that hii = T,J~*z~ with zt E M n M’ _C Ma’ n n/r, . Hence, 
h 77 M, n M,‘. 
The converse is trivial. 
We close by pointing out that Connes has shown [4, 51, that if M 
is in case IIIA , 0 < h < 1, and # is faithful normal state in M, then 
there exists 1% bicommuting with $ such that 6 is maximal. This is 
not the case, in general for we may have n/r, = {Al} [7]. 
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